












































































Relation between Historic Town Space and People in the thinking of ʻ Publicʼ
Comparison of Melaka and George Town World Heritage Sites






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ABSTRACT: The aspect of ʻ public  ʼ appears in many ways of 
its variety of participation. Diversity of ʻ public  ʼ consideration 
has power able to totally change the meaning of architecture 
or urban space, which formed the urban culture stratified. In 
other words, the manifold ʻ public  ʼis a source of shaping urban 
and architecture culture. ʻ Publicness ,ʼ can be understood as an 
aspect of competition between its dual nature of exclusiveness 
(a will to identify or fix) and openness (a will to share values). 
The phase of competition change, guided by the target of 
identification establish for. This study introduces the situation 
of management of World Heritage site of Melaka and George 
Town, Malaysia in the viewpoint of ʻ public .ʼ
